Horizons Math 3 builds on familiar concepts. Multiplication and division are thoroughly covered, and new concepts such as simple geometry, map reading, temperature in Fahrenheit and Celsius, and the Metric system present new challenges to your students. Grade 3.
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HORIZONS MATH HAS AN EXCELLENT TEACHER’S BOOK AND THE LESSONS ARE INTERACTIVE IN THAT THE TEACHER’S BK. GIVES DETAILS AS TO WHAT THINGS YOU NEED TO HAVE ON HAND (IE, RULER, FLASH CARDS, ETC.) AND/OR HOW TO MAKE SIMPLE THINGS TO MAKE IT FUN. ENJOY! IPS. I HAVE THE 2ND AND 3RD GRADE CURRICULUM & I CONSIDER THEM TO BE A LITTLE ADVANCED, BUT THAT’S GOOD BECAUSE THERE’S NO NEED TO RUSH (2nd/3rd = THE 2nd GR. BOOK & 3rd/4th = THE 3rd GR. BOOK). JUST LOVE THE VERSATILITY...

The book has enough topic coverage without killing them with boredom. Each page is broken up into sections that introduce, reiterate, and review skill sets. I love that it covers things that are new and to be reviewed, so that each page isn’t overwhelming. My daughter enjoys having little breaks from the advanced concepts between more advancement.
I love horizons math. It's colorful, has lots of practice, but is not redundant :) my kids enjoy it and score very well on their end of year tests every time we've used Horizons math.
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